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UNIQATIVE®  /  TAC WEAR™ USA 

TERMS OF USE: 

X-Ball®/X-Baton®/X-Pole® Extraction Device Usage/Safety Procedures: 

 

Upon ownership, possession, and/or use of the X-Ball®/X-Baton®/X-Pole® Extraction Device you are 

agreeing to the following: 

 

1. The X-Ball®/X-Baton®/X-Pole® Extraction Device is a safety and rescue device only and not to be used to 

harm anyone. You agree to use the X-Ball/X-Baton/X-Pole Extraction Device for safety and rescue only. 

You agree to not use the X-Ball/X-Baton/X-Pole Extraction Device to hit any person. 

2. The use of the X-Ball®/X-Baton®/X-Pole® Extraction Device is inherently dangerous and that you except 

full responsibility and liability regarding its use, and that any damages caused by your use of the X-

Ball®/X-Baton®/X-Pole® Extraction Device is your responsibility alone. 

3. That you will follow all safety procedures for the X-Ball/X-Baton/X-Pole Extraction Device as described. 

4. That you are not prohibited from owning, possessing, or using the X-Ball®/X-Baton®/X-Pole® Extraction 

Device by any local, state, or federal laws. 

5. UNIQATIVE® LLC and/or Tac Wear™ USA, LLC assume NO liability from the use or misuse of the X-

Ball®/X-Baton®/X-Pole® Extraction Device or for any damages directly or indirectly from its use or 

misuse. 

6. All resale of the X-Ball®/X-Baton®/X-Pole® Extraction Device is prohibited. 

7. The X-Ball®/X-Baton®/X-Pole® Extraction Device is only to be used by persons 18 yrs. of age or older. 

8. The X-Ball®/X-Baton®/X-Pole® Extraction Device is designed to be hand-held or attached to X-Pole (X-

Ball).  

9. The force used to throw the X-Ball Extraction Device is dependent upon the situation. Typically, 

minimal force is needed to break the glass.  

 

NOTE: The X-Baton® Extraction Device will not break the windshield of vehicles (it is designed to break 

the side and rear windows of most vehicles). A windshield is made of laminated glass and is designed 

not to shatter. The 1# X-Ball® will penetrate a windshield, IF attached to the static steel pole available. 

Several strikes will probably be required. 
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